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C H A P T E R  1 6

Two Applications to Current 
Ministry Concerns

Social Media and Financial Management

The challenges of ministry are changing at an accelerated pace as
cultural pressures and technological innovations are felt in the
church. Issues that were on the distant horizon fifteen years ago
are now front and center. One might wonder, how do the Three
Principles apply to these twenty-first-century concerns? We are
currently hearing from pastors and denominational officials about
two particular issues: social media and financial management.
The use of social media has radically impacted our traditional
understanding of personal and professional relationships and our
understanding of healthy community. Financial management has
recently emerged as a major concern for pastors, churches,
denominations, and seminaries, as more and more pastors are
finding themselves trapped in seemingly unsolvable financial
quandaries. The Three Principles have a great deal to offer us in
navigating these “troubled waters.”

Self and Role Applied: Handling Social Media

Much can be (and has been) said about the place of social media
in the church. Most denominations have developed guidelines for
pastors in managing the ethics of their personal and the church’s
social media presence. Of course, the Internet is full of sugges-
tions, warnings, and even commandments for pastors in this area.
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These guidelines are generally aimed at preventing pastoral mis-
conduct, either intentional or accidental. While this is a worthy
goal, a broader look at pastoral ministry and social media,
through the lens of understanding Self and Role in ministry, can
help us see how social media is both a positive opportunity and a
significant danger to pastors and those they serve.

We can begin with our basic understanding that the pastor’s
personhood and the pastoral role are two deeply connected but
distinct spheres. The pastor needs to be aware of both spheres in
order to be healthy and effective in ministry. From this under-
standing flow two key elements for excellence in ministry
(Chapter 1), which are two sides of the same coin. First, always
do the best possible thing you can imagine doing in the present
moment for the sake of the effectiveness and integrity of your
ministry. In other words, expect a great deal of yourself in your
pastoral functioning, and do not let yourself settle for less.
Second, identify the self-concern that interferes with doing the
best possible thing, and make a conscious decision to let it go.
This basic understanding and these two principles lend them-
selves to some guidelines that can help pastors use social media
wisely and effectively.

First, pastors need two separate social-media presences.
There is no way to balance the complexity of Self and Role
within one Facebook page or one Twitter feed. One account is
for the pastor in the pastoral role; another account is for the
pastor as a person. The former allows the pastor to set aside
personal needs and focus on ministry impact. The latter allows
the pastor to be himself or herself outside of the pastoral role.
A cautionary note: nothing posted online can be assumed to
remain private. The pastor needs to remember that what is
posted in the personal account can easily leak into the public
sphere, so any personal material which is radically out of sync
with the pastoral role should not be posted. (And if one feels a
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need to be the “anti-pastor” in one’s personal postings, perhaps
that urge should be shared in some other forum.) 

Second, pastors have a responsibility to use social media well in
their ministry. Some pastors love engaging with people on social
media, while other pastors dread it. The former can become a
social media addict; the latter can be a Luddite opposed to any use
of social media at all. These personal preferences should have no
place in how one actually uses social media. Pastors are to use
social media in the best way they can imagine. Every decision to
post, tweet, and accept a “friend” or a “follower” is to be guided
by the Principles of Excellence. This means that one’s decisions are
made thoughtfully and with clear intentions, just as any other pas-
toral decision. The pastor needs to remember that people beyond
their intended audience will end up seeing what they post online.
Given our human capacity for self-deception, pastors will benefit
from having people with whom they can process complex or
unclear social media situations and people who can hold them
accountable for what they post. Articulating to another person
your reason for wanting to take a particular course of action can
be profoundly clarifying. This Principle of Excellence in handling
social media will also often mean that the pastor delegates aspects
of social media management to others in the church who are more
skilled in this work or have more time for it.

Third, the pastor needs to bracket and let go of issues of self-
concern when using social media. Social media tends to “disinhib-
it” people, including pastors, and it naturally draws out urges and
impulses that we typically keep under wraps. Do you long to have
your fifteen minutes of fame on the Internet? Do you want to have
a “big platform”? Let it go. Do you want to be viewed as insight-
ful? As funny? As culturally “with it”? Let it go. Do you want to
accumulate Internet friends and followers? Let it go. Do you want
to impress people in your church? People outside of the church?
Your ministry peers? Your mother or father? God? Let it go. It’s
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important to know yourself and the ways you are tempted to dis-
tort and endanger your ministry online. 

Fourth, pastors should take charge of defining their pastoral
intentions regarding social media. It is up to the pastor to make
sure that people understand what their pastor will and will not do
via social media. For example, explain your stance and rationale
for how you will deal with friend requests from congregants.
Explain why you do not do pastoral counseling via instant mes-
saging. Explain why, when you eventually leave your congrega-
tion, you will not use social media to pastor them from afar.
Explain how you and the church will do everything possible to
keep the youth of the church safe when they interact with either
the church’s or the pastor’s professional social media site.

I offer one final note on social media based on our previous
definition in Chapter 8 of pastoral excellence. Social media is
having a tremendous effect on how people relate to one another
and understand the nature of community, and that effect can be
expected to intensify. People can connect with each other in
cyberspace in amazing ways; however, people can also be
absorbed into looking at their smart phones and ignoring others
in the same room. You may be thrilled, appalled, or alternately
thrilled and appalled by the changes in the social landscape. The
church should be deeply invested in creating healthy community,
both within its own membership and in the world around us,
including the online world. Every social media policy and prac-
tice of the pastor and the church should be consistent with the
goal of bringing the quality of “safe sanctuary” to the online
world. An online presence that invites genuine community,
where differences are acknowledged and explored with openness
rather than hostility, would be a breath of fresh air. Pastors
should not underestimate their capacity to help generate this kind
of social environment for people. The Principles of Excellence
demand no less.
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Self, Role, and Choosing Strength: Managing Finances

Financial management is difficult for many people. Lack of
financial literacy, pressures from a consumerist society to seek
happiness through spending, unsolicited offers for credit, and a
“live for today” mentality combine to push people into poor
financial choices with long-term consequences. These conse-
quences can be severe and cause a cascade of suffering that
sweeps through the lives of individuals, families, churches and
other institutions, and even whole communities. When we con-
sider how this affects the church, we might hope that robust spir-
itual lives and deeply held values would protect people of faith.
However, pastors regularly witness the damage that poor finan-
cial management wreaks in their congregants’ lives. This is a seri-
ous problem that deserves a serious pastoral response. So why is
it that pastors usually evade this topic, or offer the superficial
promises of the “prosperity gospel”?

It may be that pastors have so little to say because their own
financial lives are in such disarray. We frequently meet with pas-
tors on the brink (or over the brink) of financial crisis. Large debts
(due to student loans and consumer spending), vagueness or out-
right denial about their financial situation, unconscious and
unhealthy assumptions about money, lack of realistic financial
goals and plans, and a tendency to equate faith with naïve opti-
mism (God will magically work this out somehow) are all too
common. These problems inevitably spread to other sectors of the
pastor’s life—increased marital and family stress, hopelessness
that leads to a toxic mix of depression and resentment, tension
between the pastor and the financial decision-makers in the
church, fearfulness about alienating the big givers in the church,
and mild to extreme ethical lapses as pastors cut corners to make
ends meet. Chronic financial stress inevitably creates debilitating
levels of unhealthy and distracting self-concern. 
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In the face of these pressures, it is crucial that pastors find a firm
footing regarding their personal finances. The Three Principles
suggest ways of doing exactly this. The First Principle invites the
pastor to be explicit and intentional about Self, Role, and the
intersection between them. It is essential that the pastor remember
that he or she is a Self and not just a Role. As self-care literature
frequently points out, God cares about who we are and not just
what we do on God’s behalf. Our personal well-being matters,
and our personal well-being includes our financial well-being. It is
no accident that Economic Security, Integrity, and Abundance are
the second of the eleven areas on the “Grade Yourself” exercise
(Appendix A). Only physical well-being ranks higher. Realizing
that one aspect of our Self is our Financial Self, we need to include
that Financial Self in our self-reflection. 

Sara Day, who has counseled many pastors in the American
Baptist Churches USA regarding their finances, says that the begin-
ning point for financial wellness is understanding one’s financial
story. What assumptions about money did you learn in your fam-
ily of origin? What did your spouse learn in his or her family?
What does your theology and spirituality say about money? Deep
honesty in probing these questions can be painful, but also freeing.
For example, the guilt that motivates many pastors in ministry
often also poisons their approach to finances, bringing in
unhealthy or unrealistic “spiritual” assumptions about money
management. Letting go of that guilt enables realism and frees pas-
tors to take healthy responsibility for their Financial Selves.

This unflinching and courageous commitment to honesty leads
naturally to increased clarity about one’s current financial reality.
Rather than seeking to protect themselves through vagueness and
denial, pastors can look honestly at their income, their expenses,
and their debt. You may tell yourself that you are “not a numbers
person” and cannot understand these matters. Genuinely caring
for one’s Self requires moving beyond that self-limiting definition
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by getting whatever help is needed to understand those realities
and work through any shame, guilt, or fear that interferes with
clear vision. If you struggle in this area, consider developing a pos-
itive operational belief that can help you care for your Financial
Self. Perhaps you tell yourself: “I learned Greek and Hebrew; I can
learn to read a spreadsheet” or “I respect myself; I will show it by
directly facing the financial part of my life” or “I will choose to
engage the financial part of my life wholeheartedly, in the same
way that I engage my ministry wholeheartedly.” Just as you ben-
efit from taking the best possible course of action you can imag-
ine in your Role as pastor, so will you also benefit from taking the
best possible course of action you can imagine in your function-
ing as a Self, including your Financial Self.

This brings us to the next phase of developing financial well-
being: moving beyond insight and into intention. Financial coun-
selors advise people to have clear financial goals and set their
plans to move toward them. In the language of this book, you
develop specific intentions that align with your core values, you
declare your intentions to others, and you invite people to evalu-
ate you by your commitment to those intentions. Conversations
with your spouse and other family members, as appropriate, are
a positive way for you to voice your intentions and to hear others
voice their own. The Second Principle, which calls pastors to take
the strongest position and action they can imagine, speaks well to
this phase. Strength is expressed by owning responsibility, while
weakness is revealed in blaming others and implicitly claiming
helplessness. Rather than passively imagining that things will
work out on their own, you begin to set and meet your own goals
with God’s help. Your first goals will probably be modest: balanc-
ing your checkbook, keeping track of what you spend, or putting
twenty dollars in your savings account. You may set an intention
to make generous giving to others a regular practice. It is more
energizing and motivating to set tangible goals you can achieve
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than to set grand goals that are mere wishful thinking. As your
confidence grows, more ambitious and longer-range goals will
become realistic options.

Intentions move us into action. Strength is taking action, while
weakness is brooding, worry, and passivity. Again, the first steps
of action might be relatively simple, as you push forward toward
your goals. Having regular family meetings, putting money into
savings, or balancing your checkbook are action steps that con-
tribute to your overall well-being as well as your financial health.
Simply taking action is good in itself; seeing it have a positive
effect is even better. Seeing your indebtedness shrink because you
took positive steps is deeply validating. Making sacrifices such as
cutting back on expenses or taking on additional work will feel
less onerous when it is part of a plan that you have freely chosen.
You can feel good about rather than deprived by your decision to
have a meal at home rather than eating out because you know
that your actions are consistent with your intentions. These short-
term actions will lead you toward longer-term decisions and
actions that may involve significant changes in lifestyle and/or
vocation. As you go through this process, you will come to a
stronger faith rooted in personal integrity, honesty, and commit-
ment. Since the best parts of our Selves flow readily into our pas-
toral Role, you may find that you are finally ready to preach
about money in a way that is deeply authentic and rings true to
your congregants. 

Exercise

Which of these two topics—social media or financial manage-
ment—left you feeling more uncomfortable? Now can be a time
for you to resolutely move toward “troubled waters” by facing
that topic and doing some serious reflecting. Choose to be
unflinchingly honest with yourself about your discomfort. What
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aspects of yourself would you prefer to keep vague or out of sight?
Let them come into view and begin to work on specific intentions
regarding them. Share your intentions with your inner coach as
well as with one trustworthy person who is willing to hold you
accountable. Then notice how you begin to feel genuinely better
about yourself!
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